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Civil War Change Shortage
Gave Rise to Curious Makeshifts

By Fred L. Reed HI ©

I N SUMMER 1862 A CARTOON APPEARED IN THE BRITISH
publication Punch which epitomizes the financial circumstances of the
time. It shows a rebel dragging his brother over the precipice, the ties of
Union snapped and the gloomy abyss of bankruptcy below. Both figures

are teetering on the brink as the two wage mortal combat. The rebellious
brother grasps his sibling in a head lock, steely-eyed ready to land a mortal
blow to his brother's midsection. The other brother simultaneously readies to
plunge his knife decisively into the back of the usurper. The cartoonist's per-
ception that this mortal struggle would soon plunge both parties into insolven-
cy was shared by the American public at large.

Fearing the worst, people were doing their best to conserve their
resources against that dark day of financial embarrassment. Specie, that is
coinage, was hoarded and began to command a premium in relation to paper
money. Such paper currency was of two basic types: (1) notes issued by state
chartered banks; and (2) notes which had begun to
be issued by the federal government a year earlier in

From abroad, the English magazine
Punch viewed the Civil War in its former
colonies correctly as a fratracide which
would plunge both sides into the abyss
of financial collapse.

PUNCH, OR TRH LONDON CHARIVARL—Josz 7, 1862.

response to the need to raise funds to finance the
war. Brokers quoted the premium at 4-3/4 percent
in early February, 1862. By June this premium had
doubled. As the disparity between this paper cur-
rency and specie escalated, not only the valuable
gold and silver coinage, but ultimately even the
copper nickel cents disappeared from circulation.

Almost over night $25 million in small change
disappeared from the channels of commerce.
Although many people had coins stashed away, they
were reluctant to spend them even at the advanced
price the coins brought in the marketplace fearing
additional inflation would drive the coins' value
higher and they would lose out. Brokers competed
with one another to purchase additional amounts.

Faced with myriad military exigencies, the
general government failed to supply this want effi-
ciently. Financial disarray was widespread. Public
hoarding of small change reached overwhelming
proportions. Much has been written about the diffi-
culties in making purchases. Even in our increasing-
ly cashless society, we can well imagine what our
lives would be like today without small change. In
1862 it was much worse. Prices were fractions of
what they are today for most items. A quarter was a
good deal of money. Three cents would buy a
newspaper or a stage ride. Five cents would buy a
glass of beer and a lunch. Not getting one's change
from even a small purchase was intolerable.

The Mint at Philadelphia turned its coining
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presses to copper-nickel cents almost exclusively. The public on its side turned
to the only generally available medium at hand and seized upon the postage
stamps for small change. Merchants were forced to accept this substitute. The
lower stamp values were similar to the lately circulating coinage denomina-
tions: 1-, 3-, 5-, and 10-cents. Even the irregular 12-, 24-, 30- and 90-cent
stamp values were better than most other substitutes or, worse yet, no change
at all.

The tenor of the times required some accommodation to the needs of the
public. As 1862 wore on shopkeepers posted signs such as "postage

MILINERY! MILINERYII
Pr HE LARGEST STOCK OF MISSES' AND
1 Ladies' Hats, Flowers, Plumes, Ribbons of

every description, white edged Velvet Ribbons,
Bonnets, Hair Nets and fancy goods generally,
ever brought to Western country just received
at KHAPKER & BUSSING'S,

nov. 25	 No. 49 Main street
N. B. -- Postage stamps redeemed in money.

stamps received for goods and given in change for current money."
Others advertised stamps for sale. The practice had become general
by the time the leading publications began urging the federal gov-
ernment to sanction this practice. With silver commanding 12%
premium compared to currency, it's easy to see why.

Public response was to run on the post offices, depleting
available quantities and taxing the Post Master General's ability to
supply the calls for postal purposes. This only exacerbated an

Merchants, such as Evansville, IN dry

goods merchants Schapker & Bussing,

advertised they would accept postage

stamps in the course of business trans-

actions.

already difficult situation since a year earlier the outbreak of war
had caused the government to repudiate its then current postage
stamps necessitating their replacement, and the enacting of internal
revenue acts to help finance the war had called for supplies of addi-
tional stamps for those purposes. The government contractors were
unable to supply all these requirements.

Sticky adhesive stamps changing hands in the market place soon soiled
and collected in messy wads in the bottoms of pockets and purses. A contempo-
rary observer, certainly not given to hyperbole, characterized the distress in the
market place as the most important problem of the day. He said the small
change panic "apparently absorbs the entire attention of the people to the
exclusion of the war, the condition of the army, the new call for troops, the

SHAWLS AND CLOAKS.
A N ENDLESS VARIETY OF SHAWLS AND

Cloaks Just received at
SCHAPKER & BUSSING'S,

nov25 	 No. 49 Main street
N. B. – Postage stamps redeemed in money.

The change shortage in summer 1862

affected the rich and poor alike. At

right, the very real plight of public and

merchant fell under the purview of edi-

torial cartoonist Thomas Nast in

Harper's Weekly, August 9, 1862, p.

512.

PLEASANT.
Under The aboveCireurnatanee, you are called upon to pay your Fare—and, hurry upl

You have only Postage' Stamps in your pocket; and the Old-Fashioned sticky ones, at that!
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doings of Congress, or even the policy to be pursued with regard to the
Negro."

Other expedients arose. Private individuals and merchants as well as
municipalities and merchant associations began issuing scrip in small values.
The New York Times remonstrated against both the private shinplasters and
the circulation of postage stamps, which it termed "an annoyance, particularly
in these dog days." Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase, reluctantly
addressed the matter in a letter to Congress July 14. He recommended "receiv-

The U.S. postage stamps pressed into

service as small change were a colorful

lot. Engraved and printed by the bank

note companies for the government,

this fine series debuted in August, 1861,

replacing the former issues which were

demonetized because of the war. The

blue one-cent depicts Benjamin Franklin

(Scott 63); the rose three-cent, George

Washington (Scott 65); the red brown

five-cent, Thomas Jefferson (Scott 75);
and the yellow green ten-cent,

Washington (Scott 68); the black

twelve-cent (Scott 69), red lilac twenty-

four cent (Scott 70) and blue ninety-

cent (Scott 72) have three fine engrav-

ings of Washington, while the orange
thirty-cent depicts Franklin (Scott 71).

In July 1863 a black two-cent stamp
depicting Andrew Jackson (see page 19)

was added to the series. (Clifford Cole

photos)
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Generic envelopes to accommodate
stated values of stamps were the first to
appear.

ing of postage and other stamps in payment of the fractional parts of a dollar."
Congress remained in session an extra day to provide for the remedy. In one of
its last acts before adjournment for its summer recess, it passed the legislation
monetizing stamps. President Abraham Lincoln signed the legislation immedi-
ately on July 17, authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish postage
and other stamps for use as currency in payments to the United States less than

$5.
Despite its earlier outrage against this minute stamp currency,

the New York Times reacted favorably. It hailed the passage of the
stamp act "as THE (emphasis given in the original) solution to the
problem." Even though the act required the Treasury Department
to furnish the public stamps, it did not make them payable for dues
to the government until August 1. The public, however, immedi-
ately descended en masse upon the Post Office. Horace Greeley's
Tribune reported that "no sooner was the passage of the act known
than a rush for postage stamps began. Whereas stamp sales in New

York on a normal day prior to the act's passage was about $3,000, the day after
[passage] sales jumped to $10,000. The following day sales in New York hit
$16,000 and three days later $24,000!"

In its optimism and
hysteria to employ the
stamps in its purchases, the
public had rushed thousands
of dollars of these miniature
"gum backs" into circulation
despite their obvious disad-
vantages. "To hand a New
York stage driver his fare of
two three - cent postage
stamps on a wet day, to buy
a newspaper on a windy
street corner, to make

U. S.
Vastagt Stamp

So
CENTS.

Said By Arthur, Gregory & Go, Statioeere
SU Nevem Street.
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Gent's Furnishing Store s
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U. s. POSTAGE

50 Cents.
SIX BEST New Yoe MILLS SHIRT'S MAD" TO 0101211
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25 cts

POSTAOR SIULAVAPS,
Wm. Robins. Eseelster 1gnvelopes, 40 & 51 Ann St.

Merchants soon realized the virtues of
the small envelopes for change and
advertising purposes. (Kevin Foley
photos)

Merchants, like the Chicago City
Railway Co., that had redeemed large
quantities of stamps advertised their
resale to the change starved public.
Chicago Evening Journal, July 28, 1862.

sums necessary in the ordinary affairs
of life with the intrusion into the deci-
mal system of such odd sums as those
represented by the stamps only
increased the vexations of life," and
marked the stamps as the "worst circu-
lating medium ever known in the
United States," according to one
observer.

The public's euphoria of the day
passed quickly. The grave drawbacks of
such a poor change substitute became
quickly apparent, especially to those

concerns which were ultimately paid in this motley currency. Within two days
of the stamp act, Hamden's Express urged in the New York Herald that the
stamps be placed in small, neat envelopes especially made for this purpose, with
the sum of the stamp denominations printed on the outsides of the envelopes.
On August 3rd Murphy's, a New York printer, advertised it would supply
postage stamp envelopes for 75 cents per thousand. Other printers in New
York, Brooklyn, Jersey City and elsewhere quickly offered such envelopes for
sale. One type was printed by T. R. Dawley of New York, who advertised he
could supply "envelopes of all sizes, styles and colors, for enclosing the
`Sticking Plaster Currency." Such envelopes were convenient, but ultimately
failed to keep the stamps clean. No prudent soul could fail to open the enve-
lope and count out the stamps. Another makeshift, pasting stamps on folded

slips of paper such as Harvey Gridley Eastman and others favored,
destroyed their future postal value.

The runaway stamp sales could not continue indefinitely and
Postmaster General Montgomery Blair urged local postmasters to restrict
sales to the "normal levels existing" prior to the run on stamps. Even so,
less than a week after the passage of the stamp monetizing act, the New
York postmaster was ordered by Washington officials to cease supplying
the stamps for currency, which he did on July 23. Even for postal purposes,

patrons were restricted to no more than $10 worth of stamps. Soon large retail-
ers were offering premiums to obtain stamps in quantity for use as change.
The New York Times reported on July 24 that a restaurateur was offering
three percent premium for stamps. Although it was illegal to charge a premium
for stamps, additional firms responded by advertising their sale for currency
purposes, too.

Despite the constant warnings that stamps needed to be kept clean so as
to remain suitable for prepayment of postage, one can visualize the impossibili-

p. 9. 13" T'A. 0 E87.4%.A.P8
STA31:611

PorehheivesettstIaseite, 	 . '
CurC400 'Mir RAILWAY' COMO?.
bra' 	 •	 '
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A Philadelphia merchant pasted stamps on thin card-

board with his business opposite the stamp. A. M.

Kagin collection. (Fred Schwan electronic imaging)

This made the stamp somewhat durable, but

destroyed any future postal value. Another solution

affixed stamps to slips of printed paper with the same

downside. ex- H. K. Crofoot collection, courtesy Matt

Rothert. (Smithsonian Institution)

t17 of actually doing so. Stamps were crammed into pockets, stuck to the palm
of one's hand or to each other. In addition to the small envelopes, some firms
adopted the practice of pasting them on sheets of paper folded in half or on
small cardboard chits. A stationer, Leeds & Franklin at 112 Broadway, New
York City, sold mounted stamps on cards of its own design. "These stamps are
inserted in inclosed cards, with raised rims around the edge of each stamp,
which effectually protects them from wear and tear, and make them very con-
venient to handle," according to a newspaper report. The stamps were offered
to merchants at premiums ranging from one percent to two and one-half per-
cent. Although these measures provided modest protection, such stamps were
rendered postally useless. If for this reason and no other, these practices were
not nearly so widespread as the use of the small stamp envelopes.

Most stamps, however, continued to be simply passed from hand to hand.
With no intrinsic value of their own, this stamp currency depended for its
acceptance and circulation on its ultimate availability for use for its intended
postal purpose. Soon stamps were proven to be a wretched and unfit currency
substitute for small change. The federal government responded by printing
specially prepared small notes with stamps as part of their designs. This
Postage Currency, however, was much delayed, too. Wags of the day joked:
"Can't change a dollar bill, eh? Well, I'm glad of that. I've had thirty-six drinks
on it in three days, and it may stand a good deal of wear and tear yet."

The humor of this situation was lost on most people. Those caught up in
the throes of the situation understood the climate precipitating the New York
Times story headlined, "An amusing quarrel concerning paper change." What
happened was a broker refused to accept postage stamps in change from the
driver of an omnibus. The pair argued and being unable to resolve the difficul-
ty, the driver headed off in the other direction, eventually pulling up in front of
City Hall. The driver took his case to the City Marshal. The rider contented
that since the driver had a sign posted refusing stamps for fares, the prohibition
should work both ways. The marshal took the side of the driver, and the rider
took the stamps under protest. The rider threatened to sue the marshal and
demanded to be transferred to his original destination for the fare he had
already paid. The driver would not allow him to reenter the stage and drove
off. The broker's loud protestations as he tried unsuccessfully to climb back
into the stage drew a crowd of people in front of City Hall and a reporter from
the adjacent New York Times Building. The New York Times editor found the
situation amusing. It's doubtful the participants did.

The quarrel took place in New York City Hall Park, immediately across
Broadway from the Park Place Hotel, where inventor John Gault already had a
room by early summer 1862. Perhaps he was one of the amused bystanders.
Maybe not, but it is certain that Gault was already in New York before receiving
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Printers in all the major cities, and
plenty of minor ones too, vied for the
burgeoning traffic in printing small
change notes. Anyone who could pay
the printing bill was a candidate for
this unregulated issue of money. Two
prominent firms in this trade were
Louis Prang (opposite) of Boston and
Ferd. Mayer of New York City (right).
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the encasedencased stamp patent. He had set up shop at No. 1 Park Place seeking his
fortune with his military-related patents and his new found business relation-
ships with the other driven young men ensconced there. Gault's fertile imagi-
nation had produced designs for several exploding artillery shells, which had
received notice in the trade press, and the financial backing to bring into pro-
duction to supply the wants of the Army.

Obviously aware of the commercial difficulties of his time, the inventor
turned his attention to the public hysteria over small change, and conceived his
ingenious solution to the small change crisis in July. As I pointed out times
over in my book Civil War Encased Stamps: The Issuers and Their Times, John
Gault was insightful in anticipating needs. He was a quick study, decisive, in
short, a man of action. Among the Gault family papers is a key missive, which
he dispatched to his brother Henry explaining that he would not be available to
spend the July 4th weekend with family members in Boston. It is dated July 1st
and headed "1 Park Place." Gault writes: "Dear Brother [Henry], I have been
travelling so much lately getting my new business started that I don't feel able
to go to Boston as I expected to spend the 4th. . . . Yours, John." This letter
was written in the week following the granting of the patent he shared with
William V. Barkalow. Barkalow had sights on being a prime military contrac-
tor. He had designs on Gault's exploding artillery shells, and the pair was out
to convince military procurement officials of the superiority of their designs.

Simultaneously his new enterprise — supplying a neat and efficient alter-
native for the hoarded government small change to merchants for a modest fee
— was conceived, patented and launched. It was icing on the cake. The Patent
Law had been recently modified to expedite processing of design patents to
encourage improvements in matters of "taste, form and artistic skill." Gault
worked quickly. During the week prior to Wednesday, July 23, 1862, he met
with 0. D. Munn and his staff at Scientific American to iron out the details of his
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Louis Prang called the fractional notes
he printed SMALL CURRENCY in both
his ads and on his advertising scrip.

plan. A brief stroll across City Hall Park from his office at 1 Park Place brought
him to their offices at 37 Park Row. It was relatively simple to obtain a Design
Patent. His drawing was witnessed by Ed Brown and E. D. July. Gault paid
Munn & Co. $35 for their services on July 22. Thirty dollars was for the patent
itself; the remainder for Munn & Company's services. On July 23rd. Scientific
American published receipt of the funds, and Munn & Co. registered his patent
design claim in the District Court in New York City.

According to the records of the U.S. Patent Office itself, Gault's claim to
his unique invention was filed July 24. Gault claimed to have invented "a circu-
lar metallic case, to contain a postage or government stamp, to be used for cur-
rency, the configuration of the open face plate being as described and repre-
sented." Three weeks later on Tuesday, August 12, he was granted a design
patent, number 1627, for his "Design for Encasing Government Stamps." The
patent was good for 14 years. Gault was not required to submit a model for his
design patent, just two copies of the drawings. However, he went to the extra
trouble. The patent model he devised is similar, of course, to the designs illus-
trated on his filing papers. Its obverse (merchant side) bears the engraved mes-
sage: "JOHN GAULT I/ BUSINESS I/ CARD. Its reverse (stamp side) has a
10-cent green Washington Stamp (Scott 68) in a frame with thicker rims and
tabs than the issued pieces. It most closely approximates Figure 2 on the design
sheet Gault submitted. Its existence has been known at least since 1959.

Let's examine Gault's novel idea. The construction of his encased stamps
is interesting. As virtually any item of manufacture, it consists of several parts.
In this instance five distinct elements are joined together to form the encased
stamp. These are:

(1) an outer, wrap-around frame of thin brass with an opening in its cen-
ter;

(2) a thin piece of mica;
(3) a cardboard circle around which the corners of the stamp is wrapped;

A bewildering array of small change
notes was rushed into circulation.
Some, like this 50-center printed by
Ferd. Mayer and issued by an upstate
New York agricultural society,
employed patriotic motifs such as this
rather crude image of the President,
Abraham Lincoln, to gain acceptance or
support the war effort.
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Other makeshifts also entered circula-
tion as small change. In Chicago card-
board transit tickets of the Chicago City
Railway Co. were also accepted in
trade by the public and most local mer-
chants, alike.
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the bewildering mass of questionable notes
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worthless and fell to a loss to their final hold-

ers.
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(4) a circular disc of thicker brass on which a message is embossed;
(5) a U.S. postage stamp.
Photo buttons, of the type patented by Humphrey Copeley and R. E.

Hitchcock, and marketed ubiquitously by Abbott & Co for Scovill were

already a common item of commerce, having been frequently employed dur-
ing the presidential campaign of 1860 and thereafter. Holding small tintype
pictures or engravings, such brass containers frequently were holed for sus-
pension, studded for use as buttons, or fastened by pins as decorations.
Gault's case is not much dissimilar from such photo buttons. His claim was
not for a button per se, but rather he claimed "an invention new and original
[for] a circular metallic case, to contain a postage or government stamp, to be
used for currency." The precise wording of his claim shows the influence of
the Munn & Co. patent attorneys, reflecting as it does the precise wording of
the July 17th law which monetized "postage and other stamps." These "other"
stamps might have included the Revenue Stamps authorized by the Internal
Revenue Act of July 1. Although no regular issue encasements contain these
revenue stamps, their absence is due to their inavailability at the time of

encased stamp manufacture. The Revenue Act also limited, a sanction not lifted
until December 25, 1862, use of these stamps to payment of the tax upon the
particular article or instrument specified on the stamps' face. Bids to supply the
revenue stamps were not advertised for until August and the contract printer,
Butler and Carpenter of Philadelphia, did not supply many of these issues until
late in the year, 1862, with large quantities becoming available only still later
the following year.

Gault's "Stationery Design" as it was later classified by a Patent Office
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Nickel CentiL

The United Stiles Gazette (Philadelphia) says :—
" The mint is now running its entire force upon

nickels. The cost of making this insignificant coin
is nearly as much as the cost of making doublo•oogles.
The only difference is that the latter coin is weighed
and . adjusted, piece by piece. Tho nickels are ex-
empt from any such close manipulation. The labor
daily done at the mint, if expended upon double-
eagles; would produce $40,000 per day. Upon nickels,
as it is now expended, the results are but about
twenty-five hundred dollars per day in nickel.
When the currency question is regulated and i.pecie
comes forth from its mauy hiding-places, nickel cents
will be like the locusts of Egypt. They will be so
abundant as to constitute a nuisance. Except for
convenience In doing retail business, they are of
small value. In small sums each nickel represents
the hundredth part of a dollar, yet it is not intrinsi-
cally worth even that. Nickels cannot be used as
legal tender, nor for exportation, yet a fictitious
value is given to them by speculation that is really
culpable. To produce them in sufficient quantities,
the • nickel-coining machinery of the United States
mint is running even into over-hours."

clerk, was for a metal frame similar to those devised by Copeley, Hitchcock and
others, except for the single opening through which the stamp was visible
under a mica pane which kept the stamp clean and safe. Mica is not familiar to
most modern readers, but it was a commonly employed mineral at that time.
Sometimes incorrectly called isinglass, its chief use was in heat resistant win-
dow panes in the stoves of that day. Because of this mineral's perfect cleavage,
mica "books" could be split cleanly into sheets or layers. These clear sheets of
paper thick mineral were durable, flexible and elastic enough to serve Gault's
purposes well.

Since no back opening was necessary (unlike the political pieces which
permitted depicting a vice presidential running mate in the 1860 political
pieces), a plain brass disk was all that was necessary for the closure. In this con-
figuration Gault's encased stamp cases resemble the gilt buttons produced by
Scovill Manufacturing Co. and other large button companies for military and
similar uses. A quick comparison with any of the multitude of different Scovill-
made buttons of that day will quickly confirm this. This led an earlier writer to
wax eloquently: "by comparing the backs of encased stamps with the backs of
their [Scovill's] large buttons, we find the same smooth, round folding of the
front disk over the back – evidence of perfect, well-finished work by the same
machine, the same workmen, and the same firm." This can be observed per-
fectly well by the examination of Scovill-made buttons of the period.

Gault's design patent
illustrates six similar faces in
as many sizes, all with similar
shield-shaped openings and
wing tabs to left and right.
His two backs are plain. It is
likely Gault anticipated vari-
ous sizes for his denomina-

Unable to coin silver and gold for circu-
lation, the U.S. Mint turned its entire
attention to the copper nickel one-cent
coin. Although prodigious efforts were
expended to produce these pieces, they
scarcely met demands. Soon even these
pieces were bringing a premium in the
marketplace, one percent by summer
1862, although their intrinsic value was
much less than their face. This was a
convenience premium. Once again mer-
chants rushed into the void and issued
copper and brass tokens and store
cards. Many were anonymously issued
cent-sized patriotic tokens, but conve-
nience in trade and advertising suitabili-
ty combined to make these pieces popu-
lar choices for thousands of merchants.
These storecards were also frequently
cent sized, but some larger pictorial
pieces such as M.L. Marshall's store

card above also
appeared. An active
trade sprang up for their
sale and ads began to
appear in the newspapers
of the day, such as that
of A. Ogden shown at
right.

Copper Tokens or Medals, Blanks,
Dies, Businc44 Cards, and Collections
furnished cheap and in goat vats.
sty. Also National Union League
Badge", Army Corps Badges, Ns.
`Waal rules League Pins, &c., at
lowell jobbing prices.

A. OGDEN, No. 1 Park Place,
New York'  Room No. 18.
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The original design registration sheet

for John Gault's encased stamp bears

the written notation that it was

received and filed in the Southern

District of New York (New York City)

on Thursday, July 24, 1862. It also

bears the hand written notation that it

was originally classified as a Printing

Design and a label that it was subse-

quently reclassified as a Stationery

Design. It was, of course, neither use

that Gault anticipated with his multi-

form design when he affixed his signa-

ture to his patent application. Patent

No. 1,627, August 12, 1862. (U.S.

Patent Office) Customarily, new

patents were published in Scientific

American as they were approved. In

that era, incidentally, all patents were

granted on Tuesdays. Gault's encased

stamp patent, No. 1627, was a design

patent numbered independently from
mechanical patents granted that same

day.
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►ESMNS.

1 ,624.—S. D. Arnold (assignor to P.	 P. Corbin), of New
 Conn., for Design for Lifting Handle Plate for
&e.

1,625.—J. W. Burt, of New York City, for Design for Or-
namental Anklet.

1,626.—T. W. Evans, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Design for a
Trade Mark.

1,627.—John Gault, of Boston, Mass., for Design for Post-
. age Stamp case.

1,628.—Constant llesdra, of Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to
W. H. Core and A. Lorenz, of New York City, for De-
sign for the Base of a Show Case.

tions not unlike the displaced coinage. However, all the issued pieces are
approximately 24 millimeters in diameter, including the full range of denomi-
nations he had made up for himself. The issued stamp cases are slightly smaller
than a quarter dollar in diameter and thickness, but weigh much less. The
quarter is 24.3 mm in diameter. In thickness, 16 encased stamps stack to an
inch, compared to 14-15 quarters. A dozen encased stamps weigh an ounce. So
they are much lighter than a quarter. Slightly over 4.5 quarters weigh an ounce.

The press employed to manufacture Gault's encasements has been
described as an "old fashioned flat-button machine." The press forced the thin
brass wrap-around frame to encircle the edge of the advertising disc, securing it
solidly. It is interesting to note a contemporary account of such a machine
process employed at that time by Scovill:

The melted red-hot liquid is turned into molds, making narrow plates
say 15 or 18 inches long, 4 to 5 inches wide and half or 3/4 inch in thickness.
These plates are then rolled down to the proper thickness for buttons between
cylinders which are nearly a foot in diameter. Then the buttons are cut out.
Then the buttons are stamped in a mold [embossing die]. The mold [emboss-
ing die] gives the figures, letters, or whatever is desired for the outside of the
buttons, and gives them the flat, convex or concave shape. ... They are then
gilded by clipping them in an amalgam of gold and mercury or quicksilver and
then made smooth and bright. Everything is done by machinery. Every
process upon the buttons is done in an instant, as it were.



John Gault // Business // Card is engraved on the back of the original patent

model for his encased stamps. This custom made stamp enclosure differs sig-

nificantly from the mass-produced pieces. It is approximately 10 percent larg-

er in diameter, with thicker tabs and frame rims. Although the law specified

"postage and other stamps" of the U.S., someone has written "Postage &

Revenue Stamps" on the Form 2-225. (Bowers and Merena photos)

City Items

A SUBSTITUTE FOR COIN -- A friend has shown us a
light circular metallic sheath of white metal for postage
stamps of large and small denominations, the face of the
stamp being covered with a transparent sheet of mica. It
is slightly smaller in diameter than a quarter of a dollar,
and is designed to take the place of small silver coin. The
metallic back is to be stamped with the advertisement of
the houses ordering them. Their price to purchasers is
$20 or less a thousand; to the general public, only the
value of their face. The idea is not a had one.
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Within weeks of its patenting, Editor

Horace Greeley took notice of Gault's

invention, calling the small change

substitute "not a bad" idea. New York
Daily Tribune, August 30, 1862.

(Illinois State Library)

Substitute stamp case for button, silvering for gilding, allow for the inser-
tion of the cardboard spacer, stamp, and mica disc, and one has a good under-
standing of how Gault's patent cases were produced.

Another contemporary view of the Scovill operation pegged its produc-
tion capacity at 216,000 brass buttons daily. Employment was 53 persons in the
brass rolling mill and about three times as many in their brass products depart-
ment. It is thus clear that Gault's specialized button product would not have
taxed the manufacturer overly much. Production of the encased stamps, howev-
er, could not have proceeded nearly so rapidly as military buttons due to the
fragility of the mica insert, and the stamp/cardboard insert. It seems reasonable
that the cardboard may have served as a "shock absorber" to protect the mica
from the shock of the case closing as much as in holding the stamp in place.

The encased stamps present two distinct types of obverses (advertising
side of the encased stamps). The initial pieces circulated by John Gault, as well
as those subsequently produced for John I. Brown and the Irving House, have
plain borders. This is the Type I obverse. The Type II obverse is used on all
other issues, and is differentiated primarily by a border of approximately 100
raised balls surrounding the advertisement, set within the recessed ring at the
circumference of the advertiser's metallic disc.

Likewise the issued pieces present two distinct types of reverses (stamp
side). These are the normal or "plain" (flat) wrap around design and the so-
called "ribbed" or grooved wrap around. Much useless speculation has
appeared concerning the purpose of the ribs or grooves. As can be readily seen

from Scovill buttons of the period, such parallel cor-
duroy patterns were normal for backgrounds on military
buttons of that period. On the shiny military buttons,
these grooves presented a less reflective (hence darker)
background for the main button device, setting it off aes-

thetically. A similar artistic treatment is common to
engravings for dark backgrounds. On encased stamps
such grooves serve no similar purpose. Pieces displaying
these grooves (Type A reverses, i.e. stamp side of the
encasements) were merely punched from leftover rolled,
brass button stock. (Note: the grooves appear over the
entire face of the wraparound, not just on the half moon
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tabs as some authors have erroneously stated). Once Gault's product got into
general production, flat, rolled brass stock was used for these (Type B) wrap
arounds.

Some pieces are also found silvered and this has also caused additional
useless speculation in the past. It was normal for brass military buttons to be
gilded or silvered, although not all buttons were produced so expensively.
Initially Gault felt it necessary to silver his encased stamps, too, since both sides
were silvered. He felt this made them look more like the silver change for
which they were a ready substitute. Since the silvering wore off quickly he soon
concluded that such an additional costly process was unnecessary.

It is plain that once Gault's patent was issued, he wasted no time securing
his first order. Horace Greeley, who had originally urged use of stamps for
small change but reversed his position when the fate of that medium in actual
circulation became manifest, was quick to acknowledge the benefits of Gault's
New Metallic Currency. On August 19, only a week after the government
issued Gault's patent, Greeley's New York Tribune took notice of Gault's plan.
He called the encased stamps a "happy solution to our common plight."
Scientific American published the granting of Gault's patent August 30. That
same day, Greeley called attention once again to encased stamps in circulation
and reprised their virtues for his readers.

Such commendation from the influential New York daily newspaper edi-
tor is interesting. The same law of July 17 which monetized stamps for use in
payment of dues to the United States from and after August 1, also should have
prohibited the competitors to Gault's "New Metallic Currency." The precise
language of the law reads: "That from and after the first day of August, 1862,
no private corporation, banking association, firm, or individual shall make,
issue, circulate or pay any note, check, memorandum, token, or other obliga-

Presenting a uniform "neat and

handy" appearance, a denominational

typeset of Gault's small change store

cards display Benjamin Franklin on

one- and thirty-cent values, George

Washington on three-, ten-, twelve-,

twenty-four-, and ninety-cent denomi-

nations, and Thomas Jefferson on the

five-cent issue. The two-cent Andrew

Jackson issue is enigmatic because the

stamp was not issued until after the

change crisis. The tokens' obverses

bore ads such as TAKE AYER'S PILLS.

Massachusetts proprietary medicine

manufacturer J.C. Ayer was John

Gault's principal client. (Dr. Wallace

Lee photos)

tt- •	 ik	
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In summer 1863, the government

introduced a two-cent stamp depicting

General and President Andrew

Jackson. Several rare specimens of

encased stamps with this stamp are

known.
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Press reports indicate the possibility of
the Federal Government adopting
Gault's expedient for remedying the
small change crisis was real. Was it?
Perhaps the notation on Gault's Patent
Form 2-225, "Postage & Revenue
Stamps," is a clue. Chicago Evening
Journal, October 31, 1862, p. 2.

.	 .
S?AWV AND MICA CtURENEY.T-It ie sta•

ted that the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue is disposed tt1 think the tnica cameo rot
stamps, designed to facilitate their use a.
currency, well salted to the purp4Ise in'
tended, and sufficiently cheap to justify tin
Government in their adoption. They an
but little larger than the nickel cent, any
very clean and beautiful in appearance.

tion, for a less sum than one
dollar, intended to circulate
as money or to be received or
used in lieu of lawful money
of the United States." On
conviction, the penalties pro-
vided by the statute were a
fine up to $500 and/or
imprisonment up to six
months.

It seems clear that
Congress intended to prohibit the fractional shinplasters and the proliferating
tokens and store cards. What is arguable is whether Congress would have con-
sidered the very kind of currency issue Gault contemplated forbidden.
Sanctioning circulating stamps is one thing. Circulating stamp tokens with pri-
vate advertising messages would appear to be another thing entirely. Yet Gault
received the government's tacit approval when his patent was granted less than
four weeks later. Gault wasted little time in instituting his plan once his patent
was granted.

In addition to the military buttons Scovill was turning out by the thou-
sands, the firm was also producing a wealth of photo medals marketed through
Abbott & Co. in New York City and throughout the country via advertise-
ments in the prominent periodicals of the day. These were the natural offspring
of the popular campaign ferrotypes the firm had produced for the 1860 general
election. The popular subjects of the day were George Washington and various
of the Northern generals. In size, shape, and design they are very similar to
Gault's encased stamps. It was easy for them to convert machinery and dies to
Gault's product.

John Gault's initial output had grooved frame, Type A wrap arounds.
This first emission was overwhelmingly five- and ten-cent ribbed (grooved)
stamps: i.e. Reed JGO5RB and Reed JG1ORB. Although three-cent and one-
cent stamps were the most commonly available, he practically eschewed these
denominations. He was creating small change for circulation. Replacements for

In Chicago, and perhaps elsewhere,
die cut circular cardboard disks called
"change checks" were put forth as a
small change remedy. Both the local
newspaper, the Chicago Evening
Journal, and a Clark Street printer,
S.S.Millar, produced the pieces (right).
These items were advertised in the
Chicago press in mid - fall 1862 in com-
petition with John Gault's encased
stamps which had just reached the city
at the time.    

EVERY DENOMINATION
or

Chang-e. Checks;
•	 PIMITZ111 AT

The Evening Journal (Moe,'
BO Dir.A...itssourt

Void in your "dors frs tin! country. 

rant ebrcits. 
ROUND CHANGE CHECKS,

ttZE OF HALF A DOLLAR,
ADIUTTAII )Y ALL TO IAN •

TCE CFST 0:14U:CE
ISISITELD.

Price $4.00 per First Thousand,
0.50 for tub Addltisnal Thousand.

8.	 VITT.T.Alt,
No. 63 Clark Street, Chicago.
won   
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,e 	Scaucn-t ov Crunr.Wcx.■—Plilladelphia,
is it seems, is not only aMicted,with a scarci•
le ty of small change, but jots but little cur-
ie reney of any denomipatIOn below tWenty
iy dollar bills in circufittionl The Ledger says:

One of one"greateat inconvienees in
trade now, auirfor some weeks past, is the

at almost unisernal scarcity of currency—net
the tractienal parts ot a dollar, but currency
of all denominations up to t20. The banks

a. have it not, and to meet the demand exist-
pg for it several of our prominent brokers 

six Months, and a pert of the tune In n
crowded dungeon, and deprived of light and
air.

A NEW CEREENCT:...1 new plan for ob-
viating the small change trouble has been
suggested and is being carried out by par-
ties in Connecticut, which seems about the
best expedient to adopt midi we come back
to the good old times of gold and silver.
The small stamps now in use are Incased In
a small white metal covering, with a mica
face, so that their denomination is easily
seen. The whole is then of exactly the
same shape, though not Rs large . or thick as
a quarter dollar: and is as handy •in every
respect as ordinary silver change. It can
be furnished at about five per cent. pre-
mlutn. An effort is to be made to induce
the Treasury Department to adopt this
style of currency, in preference to the small
ails, which, it Is argued„ being printed on
inferior paper, wIllsoon become dirty and
ragged.
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PROPOSED NENY POSTAL CURRENCY.—A Washington
correspondent says that parties in New England pro-
pose a new style of postal currency. It is to inclose
tLe Post Office (or postal currency) stew' , hi a circle of
white metal, covered by a piece of mica making a
circular metallic case with the stamp protected from
the wear and tear of use. It has been approved by
all who have seen it. It is stated that, at the present
rate of issue of the postal currency, It will take eight
years to bring out the fifty millions authorized by
Congress. The Inventors of this new style of cur-
rency propose to get up the stamps themselves at
their own cost if allowed to issue these metallic
currency. 'They think that .by employing the button
factories of New England they can very nearly supply
the demand at such an advance as will be satisfactory
to the bankers and to the public.

By mid-October John Gault had been
joined by Joseph Kirkpatrick. By
remarkable coincidence articles appear-
ing in the Chicago and New York
papers on October 18 indicate that the
federal government was considering
adopting his patent encased stamps.
Above right, "Parties in Connecticut"
refers to Scovill Manufacturing Co. a
large button and brass stamping firm in
Waterbury. Chicago Evening Journal,
October 18, 1862, p. 1. (Illinois State
Library) It is likely that the "Washington
correspondent" was a Munn & Co. staff
lawyer who had approached the IRS
Commissioner on Gault's behalf. Here
Scovill is identified as "parties in New
England." All these makeshifts still
failed to supply the need for low
denomination notes, as the article
"Scarcity of Currency" attests. This cry-
ing situation was only eventually met by
the widespread release of the federal
government's Postage and Fractional
Currency. Scientific American, October
25, 1862, p. 259. (Dallas Public Library)

those two denominations were the most critical. Although silver three-cent
coins and copper-nickel one-cent coins were becoming scarce, they were the
last to be hoarded and bore the smallest premiums. These small government
coins were the less "dear" in practical terms.

Gault's initial August output of this first order was about 25,000 pieces,
which he offered to the public on a cost-plus basis. The convenience of Gault's
medium appealed universally. The stamps expressed a recognized value. The
public was already conditioned to accept this substitute and had shown it would
also accept its limitations. Now, in Gault's stamp cases, the stamps were pro-
tected from deterioration. Their denominations were still clearly seen. The
cases were uniform and round, and of a convenient size to facilitate their use in
trade. In their silvered, brass cases Gault's coinage substitute was every bit
equivalent to the hoarded government coinage. Whether their issue was pro-
hibited by the strict construction of the act monetizing postage and other
stamps was a moot point considering the financial dislocation of the day.
Gault's substitute was much preferred to the heterogeneous paper scrip of
questionable value being passed off on the public. Gault's case preserved the
stamp's integrity as a postal document better than the other makeshifts as yet
supplied. In the absence of the yet unavailable federal Postage Currency, they
perfectly remedied the absence of the hoarded coinage.

The public's reaction to this neat and clean coinage substitute was the
same as the newspaperman's. These stamp store cards were readily accepted as
change and merchants offering them stood an excellent chance of being
patronized. Is it any wonder that Gault was hailed for his ingenuity and that his
new metallic currency was readily embraced? Is it any wonder the encased
stamp won the sobriquet as the "happy solution to our common plight"?
Gault's five- and ten-cent encased stamps were natural sellers. When he first
sought to market his small change, he had to look no further than his own



Curious encased stamps have been
identified by collectors over the years
bearing uncurrent stamp designs such
as the two-cent Internal Revenue stamp
(Scott R-2) at top, or the 1851 Series
one-cent stamp (probably Scott 7) at
center, the Series 1861 10-cent enve-
lope stamp at center, the Series 1857
10-cent stamp at center, or Series 1851
10-cent stamp at bottom. Collectors
should be wary of such pieces since
many encased stamps have been pried
open and doctored to improve appear-
ance or salted to create varieties over
the years.
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doorstep. He produced pieces in large quantities for sale to merchants at a pre-
mium as a convenience money with which to transact their commercial busi-
ness. He had solved the chief drawbacks of the sticky gum backs.

Careful analysis demonstrates Gault's (hypothetical) business plan:
(1) he produced JGO5RB and JG1ORB for sale at a premium (August, his cards)
(2) he produced IHO5RB and IH1ORB for sale to Irving House
(3) he urged support of his plan in the press through publicity/word of mouth
(4) he produced BT03, BT05, BTIO (non-ribbed pieces for John I. Brown)
(5) he produced ACO3LA and ASO3LG (no-ribbed pieces for J.C. Ayer)

he produced AS SM (1-, 3-cents)
he produced AC SA (1-, 3-cents), AP (1-, 3-cents), AS MD (1-, 3-cents)

(6) he produced JG05 and JG10 (September, non-ribbed pieces for himself)
(7) he produced KG05 & KG10 (October, non-ribbed pieces for he/Kirkpatrick)
(8) he urged IRS adoption of his plan, which Treasury Dept. considered
(9) he advertised encased stamps in newspapers (November)
(10) he produced the other encased stamps (various dates, additional customers)

5-, 10-cents for change-making (CO, EM, IH, JG, KG, SA, TH)
3-, 5-, 10-cents balanced issue (BC, BE, BK, BT, BU, LT, ME, SB)
1-, 3-cents for advertising (DO, DR, EV, TA, WH)
1-cents for maximum exposure (AB, BA, CL, NA, ST)
H003, MI05, NO, PE03-05, SH03-05, WLIO

The response to Gault's initial order was phenomenal. His September
reorder of his own encased stamps (Reed JG05 and Reed JG10) was upwards of
100,000 pieces. One of the interested parties was the federal government itself.
Apparently Gault, or more likely his agents Munn and Co. approached federal
officials with such a plan. It is worth examining the possible scenario that the
U.S. government might have been induced to adopt Gault's small change mea-
sures, since as incredible as that sounds, notices in the press indicate that such a
"trial balloon" went up for at least several weeks during the fall of 1862. This
may be the most incredible part of the unfolding encased stamp saga. One
wonders what the government might have chosen to advertise: INSURREC-
TIONS ARRESTED AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITY! In
autumn 1862, the public wouldn't have believed it!

The first notice that something of the sort was under consideration was
the Oct. 17 report out of Washington published in the New York Times the
following day. Sourced to the New York Times Washington correspondent, it
appears to indicate that federal officials were examining Gault's proposed cur-
rency as an alternative to the small fractional bills which were then being issued
by the government. The notice is shown on page 24. Precisely how the encased
stamps came to the attention of the federal official, Revenue Commissioner
George S. Boutwell may never be precisely known. Although fellow
Massachusetts residents, a search of the IRS correspondence during the time in
question revealed no extant record of correspondence directly between Gault
and Boutwell.

A former patent attorney, Boutwell was also a close friend and political
ally of James Cook Ayer, Gault's principal client in the encased stamp venture.
Boutwell had a long and distinguished public record, including two terms as
Governor of Massachusetts. With his background and experience, Boutwell
was an excellent choice to examine Gault's small change expedient on behalf of
the government. The Internal Revenue Service was created by the Act of July
1st. Boutwell entered upon his duties as commissioner July 12. His first respon-
sibility was to set up the bureau. His immediate problems were myriad. His
duties included carrying out the newly enacted laws and supplying brand new
stamps for the multitude of documents and articles requiring payments. These
were onerous enough without multiplying his obligations to include solving the
change shortage, too!

From the very beginning, however, he had also been tasked by Secretary
of the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase, to work out the details for implementing the
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Treasury Secretary Chase expected a
great deal in a short time from
Revenue Commissioner George S.
Boutwell (above). How Gault's
encased stamps came to his attention
(below) is a mystery. Boutwell was a
political ally of James C. Ayer, and also
a former patent attorney. Either con-
nection could have sparked interest in
Gault's invention. (New York Times,
October 17th, 1862. Illinois State
Library)

legislation of July 17 which monetized stamps. Chase, too, had a million prob-
lems, of which "small change" was — well — simply "small change." With runs

on postal stamp supplies, the lethargy in introducing the Postage
Currency, and the squabbling going on between his department

and Postmaster General Montgomery Blair's, Chase assigned
Boutwell the equivalent task of a "quick fix." On his part,

Boutwell considered his midwestern boss rather dull wit-
ted, slow of mind and rather preoccupied. Boutwell had
a much higher opinion of himself.

If the New York Times report is to be believed
the matter in question before Boutwell concerned the
sanction of encasing revenue stamps. It is extremely
intriguing that the report should specifically note
"metal cases for revenue stamps" since the patent

office tagging accompanying Gault's patent model
makes reference to revenue stamps directly, too, and

the act monetizing stamps passed on July 17 did indeed
embrace "postage and other stamps of the United States."

It is also known that at the time in question, the Treasury
department was indeed considering aborting the paper fraction-

al currency project and supplanting the Postage Currency "with a
currency based on the issue of revenue stamps," at the suggestion of Secretary
Chase. Such an issue would serve several purposes. It would disentangle the
fractional currency from involvement with the Post Office both in the public's
and official mind, and it would reaffirm the government position that paper
currency was a means of raising revenue to prosecute the war effort. Of course,
the idea was ultimately abandoned in favor of new legislation passed March 3,
1863, which provided for the issue of the Fractional Currency.

The Ayer connection is worth exploring. The Revenue Acts placed taxes
on a wide variety of articles. In fact the greatest portion of Boutwell's time and
energy in late summer and fall 1862 was formulating the schedules and deter-
mining rates for the various classes of goods. Manufacturers and merchants
were in a real quandary over how much excise was to be exacted on the various
items. Newspapers of the day are replete with numerous items listing the tax
decisions of the Treasury agents. As one of the leading vendors of taxable arti-
cles, James Cook Ayer of Lowell, Massachusetts, was most interested in these
proceedings. His factory turned out millions of bottles of sarsaparilla, boxes of
pills and other remedies that were required to bear tax stamps. His mills pro-
duced enormous quantities of yard goods. He was already engaged in other far-
flung aspects of his growing financial empire. Each check or other official doc-

ument associated with one of his enterprises required still
more revenue stamps. It meant a great deal of money to this
merchant capitalist. His renown and financial standing alone
would have gained him a hearing with Washington bureau-
crats on these matters. But he had much more going for him.

Ayer was a close personal friend and Republican politi-
cal ally of the very man whose job it was to implement the
wide-ranging revenue laws. They were the same age and had
many common interests. In prior years, Boutwell had repre-
sented the district in which Ayer lived in the Massachusetts
legislature. In fact, when Boutwell eventually moved upstairs
to the Secretary's job in Grant's Treasury Department, it was
Ayer who vied for Boutwell's vacated U.S. congressional seat.
Ayer's encased stamps were already in circulation. Is it so
unreasonable an hypothesis that it was Ayer who interested
Boutwell in Gault's stamp cases? We know from Boutwell's

THE PROPOSED STAMP AND MICA CURRENCY - -
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, after an
examination of the mica and metal cases for rev-
enue stamps, designed to facilitate their use as cur-
rency, is disposed to believe them well suited for
the purpose intended, and sufficiently cheap to jus-
tify the Government in their adoption. They are but
little larger than the nickel cent, and very clean
and beautiful in appearance. The only question,
except that of cheapness, is as to their durability,
and even if the mica should occasionally break, the
value of the stamp is not impaired for the use origi-
nally intended. Washington, Oct. 17
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By fall 1862 Kirkpatrick & Gault were in high gear

touting their small change substitute, as Editor Henry

Raymond noted in his influential newspaper. New
York Times, October 8, 1862, p. 2.

NEAT AND HANDY — Messrs. Kirkpatrick & Gault, of
this City, have struck upon a plan for the assistance of
our currency-mud stuck people which is most neat &
handy. It consists of an ingenious fixed arrangement of
stamps in a circular frame with a mica covering, which
can be used without detriment to the stamp & with
convenience by the people. The cost will be but a trifle
above the par value of the stamp, & much less than that
of silver change.

New York City's Irving House hotel
was likely John Gault's first customer
to employ his encased postage stamps.
The design of its advertising insert on
the back of the encased stamp store
card was patterned after its postage
stamp envelope issued only weeks ear-
lier.

own testimony that he valued Ayer's opinions on public questions. Boutwell
esteemed Ayer's industry and business acumen. Ayer was forthright and frank
in making his ideas known. Boutwell recalled his friend's advice as "sound,
frank, resolute and consistent."

However, an alternately strong case can be made for the patent office
connection. Prior to his appointment as Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Boutwell had been a patent attorney with considerable experience. His famil-
iarity with the patent system would have left him friends there and it would
have been natural for him to be apprised of the new stamp case invention in his
new official capacity. However, another notice in the press seems to offer testi-
mony in this regard (see page 24). A remarkable article appeared in Scientific
American on October 25, 1862. By 1862 Munn & Co. had acted as patent attor-
neys for more than 17,000 inventors, including John Gault on several occa-
sions. Their influence was considerable and highly regarded at the Patent
Office. Former Commissioner Joseph Holt, praised the company's energy and
uncompromising fidelity in working in its clients' best interests. Its weekly
periodical, Scientific American, was the publication of record in its field.
According to an insider, "It not unfrequently (sic) happens that after having
procured a patent for an inventor, he comes to them for advice as to the best
plan to realize (make money from) it." Munn & Co. had influence with the
Patent Office examining corps, the same source adds. We know Munn & Co.
were assisting Gault with his artillery shell venture. We also know that he had
enlisted their aid in connection with his encased stamp patent.

Of course, neither hypothesis is mutually exclusive. Other circumstances
may also have contributed. At this very time Holt himself was in the process of
evaluating Gault's partner William Barkalow's contracts with the government
regarding importation of British rifles. He ultimately decided in Barkalow's
favor and extended the terms of his contract with the government. A Gault
family friend named Conant was one of the insiders at the Patent Office.
Allegedly Gault gifted President Lincoln with a gold-plated set of encased
stamps in the full range of values. Prominent Republican newspaper editors
endorsed the proposal in their columns. Additional circumstances, not yet
known, may have intervened.

IRVING HOUSE.
Broadway & Twelfth St.

ENTRANCE 45 TWELFTH STREET.

Ori. the EUROPEAN PLAN.
GEO. W. HUNT, 	

J
	 Proprietors

CHAS.W. NASH,

U.S. Postage Stamps.

10 CENTS.
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Although such circumstantial evidence is not
conclusive, what is clear from the range of press
reports, however, is that for two weeks in October
1862, the Federal government was considering adopt-
ing John Gault's metal and mica emergency money.
He could have indeed made a million dollars, as he
later purportedly alleged. How close he may actually
have been to achieving such patriotic and commercial
success by having his patent currency become the pri-
mary circulating medium of the change-strapped
country may never be known. Ultimately the very
independent and assertive Boutwell KO'd the compli-
cated scheme of printing stamps and then enclosing
them in die struck brass and mineral containers for
use as change. It is clear from Treasury records that
he was ultimately and solely responsible for settling
the issue. His boss' standing advice upon any inquiry
from Boutwell was "decide for yourself." No matter
what pressures were brought to bear on him from
outside, the very independent-minded public servant
knew his own mind on the matter. He considered
himself an excellent judge of mechanics and invention.
His long past experience had exposed him to the
whims and caprice of inventors and had left him suitably able to judge the rela-
tive merits of such a proposal. Apparently he did and turned Gault down. Soon
thereafter, Boutwell was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives,
although he filled out his term at IRS until he took his seat in Congress March
3, 1863. At the top of the agenda: passage of the Fractional Currency bill. The
United States embarked on a remedy of small fractional notes and die struck
brass (bronze) and copper-nickel token coinage to solve its change woes. John
Gault was out of the picture.

Is it any coincidence, then, that immediately Gault's advertisements
began appearing in newspapers in New York City, Chicago and elsewhere?
Encased stamps were still a good idea and a government remedy was months,
even years off in getting control of the matter. The problem didn't go away just
because a Washington official had acted. There was still money to be made for
a bright, aggressive inventor named Gault.

After securing his patent, John Gault sought out clients for his "New
Metallic Currency." Already ensconced in New York City promoting his
artillery shells with his partner William V. Barkalow, he had no further to look
than down Broadway to the elegant Irving House. The hotel had recently come
under the new management of George W. Hunt and
Charles W. Nash. The hotel's proprietors were well
aware of the small change shortage. They were
already circulating the small stamp envelopes in
amounts of 10-cents (cf. page 26) and possibly other
values as well. Gault, eager for a quick sale, demon-
strated the superiority of his product sharing samples
of his five- and ten-cent encased stamps with the
merchants. He quickly struck a bargain with these
progressive innkeepers who were trying to put their
best feet forward in the competitive New York hotel
trade. As Gault's first customer, the design of their unique advertising message
was problematical. There was no precedent. They settled on a virtual copy of
the message on their stamp envelopes: i.e. in descending order (1) the hotel's
name, IRVING HOUSE; (2) its location, [NEW YORK] BROADWAY &

The curious small change makeshifts in
circulation in spring 1863 were lam-
pooned by Frank Leslie's Illustrated
Newspaper. The original caption for
the cartoon read: "This is all the
change I could get -- I had to take these
or nothing!" Frank Leslie's Illustrated
Newspaper, March 21, 1863.

John Gault placed ads in strategic news-

papers in the northeast and midwest

soliciting clients. New York Herald,
November 6, 1862, p. 8.
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"TEAT New CtinnzacT."—The new cur-
rency manufactured in New 'York for Mr.
Norris, the newa.dealer, and brought out
by him when he returned from his recent
visit, meets with universal approbation. 11
is regular Government money, and isbetum
in every reupeet than the new paper enriren•
cy. a Mr. Norris uses it as change at hi,*
news-rooms, 102 Munson street_ By the
way. there are great changes going on at
102—repainting, re-stocking, etc. This will
make It one en* the most attractive stares Is
town. We shall specify some of the les41-
ing features of the Improvements hereafter.

Dsstuevtgp Mairrrox.—In a meant trip
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John I Brown, a venerable Boston

apothecary was also an early client of

John Gault's. His advertising insert

was patterned after his trademark

design for his throat lozenges.

Self-explanatory, and a key notice of

Gault's encased stamps by the press,

the article below leaves little doubt

how book dealer Norris in Chicago

came to issue his encased stamps.

"That New Currency," Chicago
Evening Journal, November 21, 1862,

p. 4. (Illinois State Library)

12TH ST.; (3) its terms, EUROPEAN PLAN; and (4) its
management, HUNT & NASH

PROPT. The contents message
about stamps and denomina-
tion was unnecessary
(Gault's unique case took
care of that), so the bottom
third of the stamp case
contains Gault's patent

information. The design is
unique in that Gault's infor-

mation is presented in a type style
and size commensurate with the other legends on the
piece. This was a real coup for Gault, and became a virtual
advertising piece for the patent holder as well as for the
proprietors of the hotel.

Hunt's and Nash's order was a large one, a thousand
dollars. Gault raced to Waterbury to have the pieces
struck. The order called for about 10,000 encased stamps,
equally split between five- and ten-cent values. The cost to
Hunt and Nash was $750 face value for those stamps, $200
for the cases at $20/1000, and probably about $10 die cut-
ting charges. Gault also delivered a small number of pieces
in the other values to round out the order. Scovill filled

the order with wrap around rims cut from the grooved button stock, and sil-
vered just like Gault's pieces. These are the fairly common varieties collectors
know today as Reed IHO5RB and Reed IH1ORB. These are the only encased
stamps, other than Gault's initial, August output to be issued in quantity with
the grooved (ribbed) wrap-around frames. The "New Metallic Currency" was
an instant hit with the hotel's proprietors and clientele. They were proud to see
their store cards in circulation – after all the next city business directory would
not be out for nearly a year. After a time the initial amount was put into circu-
lation, and Hunt and his partner placed a second order with Gault. The second
order was for a like number of plain frame (Type B) pieces, but this time the
hotel proprietors desired a wider assortment of face values for their stamp
cards. The order was filled with significant numbers of three- and twelve-cent
stamps and a smattering of the others, too, although the largest quantities were
again the five- and ten-cent workhorse change-making values (Reed IH05 and
Reed IH10).

Arguably, Gault could have sold additional merchants on the virtues of his
New Metallic Currency prior to leaving New York City, however
apparently he did not. His next customized pieces were for leg-
endary Boston pharmacist John I. Brown. Once again, the parties
borrowed the design for the encased stamp store card directly from
an already created advertising piece which the merchant favored.
Trademarks and trade styles were even then deemed very important
in business, especially with literacy less than universal. So for
Brown's order Gault delivered encased stamps patterned largely
from the trade mark for his famous Bronchial Troches. As may be
readily seen on the trademark reproduced on the box (above left),
the sans serif lettering with the rolling BRONCHIAL is virtually
identical to the style shown on his encased stamp advertisement
above. The message is identical to the later. As happened when
preparing the earlier Irving House piece, the letter cutter had diffi-
culty positioning his message: FOR and AND are oddly out of
place. The addition of Gault's patent information is largely an after-
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thought on the Type I (plain,
without the 100+ raised balls
around the border) merchant
obverses. All wrap-arounds
are plain (Type B).

The Brown order was a
large one, probably in excess
of 20,000 pieces in all.
Unlike the new proprietors
of the New York City hotel,
the Boston pharmacist was
already well known and his
product was already univer-
sally familiar. Thus his order
is more well-rounded than

the Irving House order, meaning a more even distribution of denominations
(i.e. Reed BT03, BTO5 and BT10 are evenly distributed, with much smaller
amounts of one- and twelve-cent values).

John Gault advertised his encased stamps in newspapers outside New York
City and Boston, too. Eventually he also took orders from merchants in
Lowell and Hopkinton, Massachusetts, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Detroit,
Milwaukee, Chicago and Peoria, Illinois; Evansville, Indiana, and even
Montreal, Canada East (see Paper Money, Sept/Oct 2000, whole number 209).
Some merchants were attracted by the ability to spread their commercial mes-
sage on "virtual coin of the realm."

Other clients of John Gault also turned to paper scrip and the ubiquitous
copper and brass tokens which proliferated throughout the North during the
war. Collections of these companion Civil War merchant storecards and scrip
form a specialized field. My longtime friend and fellow SPMC member David
Gladfelter is working on the definitive story about these historical emergency
issues. Look for it in a future issue of Paper Money, when we return once again
to this historic period in our past and its curious makeshift " money."

Far left: John Galt's (sic) ad for addi-
tional clients appeared in the Chicago
press in early November. Two addi-
tional Windy City merchants placed
orders with him.

Two of John Gault's customers who
also circulated scrip during the small
change crisis were H.A. Cook of
Evansville, IN and Arthur M. Claflin of
Hopkinton, MA. Look for a specialized
article on merchants who issued both
Civil War storecards and scrip by
David Gladfelter in a future issue of
Paper Money.



INFLATION CAME
WITH PAPER. MONEY,
AND DAY-TO-PAY
VALUES FLUCTUATED

IN DIRECT
PRORNTION TO
MILITARY SUCCESS

IN THE FIELD!
POSTAGE STAMPS (M EN-

CASED" IN BRASS FOR
PERMANENCE') ALSO WERE

USED FOR SMALL. CHANGE,
FINALLY, THE GOVERNMENT
ISSUED FRACTIONAL-CURRENCY

MONEYin the
C IVIL  WAR

AT THE OUTSET OF
THE CIVIL WAR NEITHER
THE FEDERAL NOR THE
CONFEDERATE GOVERN-
MENT WAS FINANCIALLY
ABLE ID WAGE WAR„ .
AS A RESULT,MONEY WAS
A TDP-PRIORTY PROBLEM!

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, RELUCTANT TO
LEVY ADDITIONAL. TAXES, DECIDED -ro

FINANCE TUE WAR WITH CUSTOMS
COLLECTIONS AND THE SALE OF

LONG-TERM TREASURY BONDS.

—BUT
SECE-./DION

HAD UNDER-

MINED
CONFIDENGE

IN THE
GOVERNMENT,

AND PEOPLE WERE
RELUCTANT TO

BUY BONDS!!

THE NATIONAL
DISTRUST OF

PAPER CURRENCY
BROUGHT ABOUT

WIDESPREAD
HOARDING OF
SPECIE SOON
AFTER. THE
WAR BEGAN„.

THIS HOARDING
OF COIN
FORCED THE

SUSPENSION OF
SPECIE REDEMPTION

OF NOTES !

THE HARD MONEY SHORTAGE
FORCED THE TREASURY

SECRETARIES OF BOTH
GOVERNMENTS, (SALMON

P CHASE FOR. THE NORTH,
AND C, G. MEMMiNGER
FOR- THE SOUTH ), TO
ISSUE PAPER CURRENCY

WITH NO BULLION OR
SPECIE BACK-ING„ ,

E.	 Chase
Memminger

WITH COINS viRTLIALLY OUT OF CIRCULATION,
AND PAPER MONEY TAKING THE PLACE OF
SPECIE, MAKING CHANGE WAS A PROBLEM. MANY
PEOPLE SOLVED THIS SIMPLY BY CUTTING DE-
MAND NOTES AND GREENBACKS INTO FRACTIONS,

BECAUSE OF LacK.
OF BU LLION ,C0 I NAGE
IN THE SOUTH WAS
ALMOST NONEXISTANT.
TWELVE PENNIES
WERE srizucic, AND
ONLY FOUR HALF
DOLLARS ARE KNOWN
70 HAVE BEEN MINTED.
THIS WAS THE 'TOTAL.
CONFEDERATE COIN-
AGE DURING THE WAR!

RUT, WITH ALL THE MONEY SHORTAGE AND
VALUE FLUCTUATIONS, NOBODY FELT THE PINCH
MORE THAN THE SOLDIER— . f-IIS +II PER MONTH —
WHEN HE GOT IT—HARDLY KEPT HIM IN TYSACcO!

//
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